Outback Camel Rex Ellis
13 days camping/accommodated - safarico - clients with own transport can drive (or fly to nearby airstrip)
to rex ellis’ ‘old murray river camel farm’, located between morgan and waikerie in south australia’s riverland,
arriving by 1:30pm. into the wild - nathan dyer - outback camel company – the business he took over from
legendary bushie rex ellis – andrew shifted eight seasons ago to scientific exploration, because, he says, there
is no better way to understand the subtleties of desert ecology. “you can have a fleet of landcruisers and
scientists and follow a road into the desert and camp where hundreds of people have been before,” andrew
says ... queensland narrating service audio books - four-wheel safaris to every corner of the outback, and
criss-crossing the deserts with his camel expeditions, rex’s desert boat safaris often defy description. the
experiences are value-added by rex’s extensive knowledge of flora and
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